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The s are back, bigger and better than ever. Not only did it dwarf all other American cities, being double the size of
Chicago, but it claimed over one.

Under any moniker, the era embodied the beginning of modern America. Young women, especially, began
staking claim to their own bodies and took part in a sexual liberation of their generation. October 29,  It
benefited some, but hurt others. The cinema was cheap enough that many many people could afford to go.
Coolidge was elected handily over Democrat John W. The number of fans increased, which created the need
for new stadiums and raised the salary for sports stars. Using their unique creative expression, many of the
writings from the Twenties were a commentary on social life, the good and bad. The picture opposite is of a
protest against their execution in Shepherds Bush in London. By the end of the s, there were radios in more
than 12 million households. The goal was to freeze the pattern of European ethnic composition, and to exclude
almost all Asians. The Jazz Age Cars also gave young people the freedom to go where they pleased and do
what they wanted. In Mickey Mouse first appeared in the cartoon Steamboat Willie, and in Popeye first
appeared in the comic strip Thimble Theater. These were largely Christians who saw the evils of alcohol, such
as the breakup of family life. She was young and fashionable, financially independent, and was an eager
consumer of the latest fashions. Elected president in , Warren G. Radio became a national pastime; many
listeners would gather in their living rooms to tune in sports, concerts, sermons, and "Red Menace" news.
Jewelry was less conspicuous. Stock speculation went sky high in the bull market of  Louis in did much to
stimulate the young aviation industry. They were expected to be housewives and the only jobs available to
them were in poorly paid employment â€” such as cleaning and dressmaking. Hispanics were not restricted.
Here in North Carolina, Thomas W. Many ethnic minority groups were treated poorly. The Fourteenth
Amendment had already given African Americans citizenship in  Constitution and the associated Volstead Act
which made illegal the manufacture, import and sale of beer, wine and hard liquor though drinking was
technically not illegal. This mentality began to change in the s, as more women began to desire not only
successful careers of their own, but also families. New careers opened for single women in offices and
schools, with salaries that helped them to be more independent. The hairstyle of the decade was a chin-length
bob, which had several popular variations.


